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CURRENCY PAIRSDear Trader 

I've found a new, easy way to make
profit from the forex markets and I'm

excited to share it with you! 

It's perfect for you if you know
ALMOST NOTHING about trading but
want to get easy daily income from it.

If you're already a winning maverick -
you'll want to use it to stack even
more profits on your already

successful trading. 

And guess what? 
It's NOT complicated. 

In fact, I urged my skilled team of
developers to make it SUPER SIMPLE
so even someone with grade level

education could easily win trades
with it.

Here's what to
do 

BUY or SELL when a signal arrow
appears and close trades when the

indicator tells you to. That’s it! 

A BUY or SELL arrow will appear with
a recommended STOPLOSS, and
then you will get up to 3 adaptive
TAKEPROFIT levels. What could be
easier than that? 

This indicator works on the 1 Minute
and 5 Minute timeframes, giving you
the power to get in and out of trades

really fast. 

Even if you have a small account, you

could easily make 5 to 10 quick
trades that would boost you to $100
or more per day. Plus, compounding
those profits, over time, can empower
you to...

 

Alfa Scalper
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SCREENSHOTSWHAT ALFA SCALPER CAN DO FOR YOU

Alfa Scalper Gets the Most out of Every Price Movement!

Yes! Get "Alfa Scalper" Right Now!

+102 Pips Profit on AUD/USD M1!
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+119 Pips Profit on EUR/JPY M1!

Yes! Get "Alfa Scalper" Right Now!

Imagine Making Trades Like These! 
Alfa Scalper is just too Powerful...
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6/6 Non-Stop Winning Trades: +154 Pips Total Profit!

4 Easy Wins on EUR/USD M5. Alfa Scalper is a Beast!

 

http://www.alfascalper.net/ordernow.php


Yes! Get "Alfa Scalper" Right Now!

INTERFACEHOW IT LOOKS IN ACTION

CONSERVATIVE MODE

Signals FREQUENCY = NORMAL

Safety = Maximum

Trend Detection = Standard

Low Risk

MEDIUM MODE

Signals FREQUENCY = HIGH

Safety = Optimal

Trend Detection = Sensitive

Moderate Risk

AGGRESSIVE MODE

Signals FREQUENCY = EXTREME

Safety = Low

Trend Detection = Highly Sensitive

High Risk

Getting a daily, full-time pay at home is INDEED possible

For years, I jumped from one job to another thinking the next one would be "it".

But every time I made a move thinking the grass would be greener on the other side, what I discovered was more dirt.

I was tired of it and I vowed the vicious cycle I was in HAD to end!

So, here's what I did:

I saved up one year’s salary, then, the very next day after achieving that total, I handed in my resignation and never looked
back.

You can't imagine the feeling of having that HUGE weight slide off me.

FINALLYBECOME FINANCIALLY FREE
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EXHILARATINGI HAVE NEVER FELT SUCH FREEDOM!

But here's the thing: It was very, very important that I maintain it. 
No way did I ever want my new life in trading to be anything like the one I’d left behind. 

That's why I'm disgusted by traders who preach that you must sit in front of the computer for 8 – 12 hours on end.

That’s Crazy!

It totally defeats the purpose of trading for a living, doesn't it? 
The whole idea is to do what you want... when you want... while making money at will. 

If that's not what YOU want, might as well go back to the 9 – 5... because anyway you take it, you’ll still be a slave.

You’re looking for an escape, right?

What you need is a scientific indicator that’s been tested and proven to pump profits out of the markets. 
At an alarming rate.

One that kills judgment and is rooted on a profitable, proven, rigid formula that makes forex cash easy for the
taking. 

And, really, I couldn’t have found a better name for my amazing system...

ALFA SCALPERTHE ULTIMATE NEXT-GEN INDICATOR

UNIQUE ADAPTIVE SCALPING TECHNOLOGY 

Ground-breaking technology empowers anyone regardless of skill to quickly & easily take profits from
the forex market with extremely low risk.

Here, feast your eyes on this…

27, 30 and 19 Pips on GBP / JPY 1 Minute Chart.

 



GBP / CAD 1 Minute Chart. 23, 34 and 55 Pips Profit

Now let me show you some trades on 5 Minute Chart.

4 Astonishing Wins on EUR / JPY for a Total of 140 Pips!

If the market is strong, Alfa Scalper can help you make an even bigger profit per
trade. Have a look at this…

Two trades with 39 Pips each and a Whopping 133 Pips Trade on EUR / AUD

 



Listen… You will be able to get the same tool to duplicate the trades I just showed
you. Whenever you want.

Yes! Get "Alfa Scalper" Right Now!

TRADING BLISSSUPER SIMPLE

Profit opportunities are literally waiting for you to pounce
upon using Alfa Scalper. I can't stress that enough.

You see, instead of wondering where to BUY and SELL, it's ALREADY DONE FOR YOU.

No entering when it's already too late. You'll get in early and will be informed when it’s best to
close for a profit. With no repaint whatsoever.

That's why I said, if you know nothing about forex, it will STILL be easy for you. Yes, it's dead
simple. It's even possible that, within a matter of weeks, if you showed your trading record to
someone who's been at it for years, they probably wouldn't believe you had no training
whatsoever.

This is YOUR shortcut. This is YOUR route to trading bliss. Alfa Scalper will fill you with so much
confidence… You'll KNOW that achieving FREEDOM is only a matter of time.

But if you're still not convinced, I totally understand.

I know the forex industry is not the cleanest. And, over the years, it's been ravaged and
plundered by scammers masquerading as experts. Maybe you've been suckered by them in the
past. I have. So I completely understand where you're coming from.

But...

I want to PROVE to you I'm not like them. Because, think about it: If I hand you Alfa Scalper and
you find it's a fluke, how will you trust me again? You won't. And I don't want to jeopardize that.
Our relationship is VERY important to me.

I want YOU TO HAVE SUCCESS. So, at this point, I want to tell you a little bit about myself.
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MY JOURNEYLet me introduce myself...

My name is Karl Dittman.

I was once where you're at right now. I was DESPERATE for change.

And I knew forex could change my life. Like you, I bought product after product, 
studied videos, and went to forex seminars, but the cobwebs in my brain only got thicker. 
I couldn't make sense out of anything. It was analysis paralysis.

Needless to say, when I mustered enough capital from my salary from whatever job I was
working at the time, I would blow my account within a matter of weeks. That didn't deter me
though.

I studied even harder and formed my own strategies that soon had me winning trades
consistently. Now, today, I'm a full-blown, full-time trader who enjoys sharing what I know with
people like you who are trying to find their way.

Instead of telling my children and wife "We can't afford it" when they want to go on a holiday, 
I now ask them "Where do you guys want to go?"

I don't cringe when I'm attacked by an unexpected bill. I easily pay it. 
It feels good to be a provider for my family. It feels good to be in control.

And THAT'S the power I want you to have.

That's the power Alfa Scalper can give you.

HIGH PROFITALFA SCALPER DOES ALL THE WORK FOR YOU…

ANYONE WITH ANY EXPERIENCE LEVEL WILL BE ABLE TO WIN TRADES WITH IT.

Forgive me if I sound repetitive, but, I must stress again that it will be EASY to win trades.

As soon as Alfa Scalper detects and confirms a trading opportunity, it immediately alerts you.

Then you take your profit right before the market starts to go in the other direction.

That's simply the basis of it.

And the thing is, good trading opportunities appear many times a day on multiple currency pairs.

You can pick and choose which signals you want to trade.

NO MATTERALFA SCALPER WILL…

Hand you any amount of trades you're willing to take.

As soon as there is a new trading opportunity, Alfa Scalper generates a BUY or a SELL arrow and Stoploss.

And, during the course of the trade, up to 3 Take Profit Levels can appear once certain conditions are met.

What this means is, you have NO DOUBT about where price is headed.

You simply set the targets and wait for price to hit.

See how simple it is?

 



But still, there's more I want to share...

CRUCIAL FACTSHERE ARE SOME…

Must-Know Fascinating Benefits Of Alfa Scalper

 The signals ALWAYS stay fixed in place when they appear. NO REPAINTING whatsoever.

 Quick profits on the 1 Minute and 5 Minute timeframes to rapidly grow your account.

 No doubt about when to close the trades. You're told precisely where to get out to lock in your profits.

But there's more: Alfa Scalper is engineered to suit every trading style. If you are more on the cautious side, you
can set the indicator to 'Conservative' mode. On the other hand, if you're a maverick who LOVES ALL THE ACTION

YOU CAN GET, set it to 'Aggressive'.

And if you want a combination of both, set it to 'Medium'.

You can also manually slow it down or speed it up depending on your preference by using the ‘Custom’ trading
style and adjusting the main parameter.

ALWAYS ON TIMEALFA SCALPER PROVIDES

3 Ways To Inform You Of Trade Setups

Your likelihood of missing powerful trading opportunities is almost non-existent with these signal alerts.

1. Pop-up Alert with Sound on MT4 Platform
Instead of sitting at your computer all the time, turn the volume up, and get other things done in the
meantime. When you get the alert, just go to the computer and place your trade.

2. Instant Email Notification
You can receive email alerts within seconds. It's good when it pings on your phone.

3. Push Notification to Your Mobile Phone

 



The good thing about this method is that as soon as you get the notification, you can pull up your mobile
trading platform and open the trade right away.

I've got you covered with these 3 methods.

Every trade is important; the more trades you make, the faster your account grows.

I can see you within a few minutes from now, or, on the next trading day, with your trading platform open.

You have five charts open. All loaded with Alfa Scalper. And your platform comes alive with multiple pinging
alerts. You have trades! You pull up each chart. They each show ripe opportunities to score. You place your
trades, set the profit targets as soon as Alfa Scalper generates them and then whiz on with your day.

But GOSH! You're SO excited to see how they will turn out that you can't contain yourself!

You sit and watch as the trades meander their way to their intended targets.

And BOOM! Your account has effortlessly grown.

In a few minutes. Just like that! No analysis. No second-guessing. No thinking.

This CAN be you. TODAY. Yes, within the next few minutes, you will get...

In summary, you will get...

Alfa Scalper software - Yours to keep for life. You'll never ever
pay for updates or subscription.

A Simple-To-Use User Manual - clearly written so anyone
would be able to go through it without any hitches.

Support - I am a stickler for excellent customer support and
that's what I am extremely attentive to with all my customers.

I am easily available. Simply email me at
karl@karldittmann.com and I will reply as soon as possible.
Typically within just a few hours.

Updates - You'll be first to get updates if we find a way to
make Alfa Scalper more efficient.

BENEFITSWHAT YOU WILL GET

 



ACCESS NOWHOW TO GET IT

Grab your own copy of Alfa Scalper!

You’ve seen the proof. I’ve shown you Alfa Scalper in action.

Now, crucial question: How much do you think your investment should be? 
Easy. Relax. I'm not going to push it out of your reach. 
One beta tester wanted to give me $5,000 so I don’t show it to anyone.

But that's not my style.

I'm not doing this for the money. Sure enough, having an additional income stream is nice, but 
Alfa Scalper was meant to level the playing field for the small traders, just like I was years ago.

I wouldn’t sleep well at night knowing that this one beta tester is enjoying 
Alfa Scalper while all the small traders are hardly making ends meet. 
That’s why, I am only going to let you have Alfa Scalper for just $147.

When you think about how much you can make with it, that's absolutely nothing.

Really, you're paying under $150 for a new lifestyle. 
What is $147 when this trading tool could easily help you pay for your family's vacation?

What if your car's "Check Engine" light comes on and your mechanic 
tells you you're going to have to shell out $2,000 to fix the problem.

What are you going to do? Run to the payday loan store to borrow the funds? 
DOING THAT WILL PUT YOU BACK AT SQUARE ONE! Back in the vicious cycle. Broke!

So before you tell yourself "Oh, $147 is too much", think about what I just said.

Think about all the lost profit you could have made if you click away and fail to take action right now.

Yes! Get "Alfa Scalper" Right Now!

KNOWLEDGETHE TOP 5 TRADING TIPS

Exact Same Tips That Helped Me 
Achieve Total Financial Freedom

Ok. Here’s my first CHALLENGE for you… PUT these 5 very important tips that I’m about to share with you into
action AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. And when you do, you’ll experience the difference they can make and you’ll

experience it - the right away.

Learn These 5 Pro Trading Tips to Use and See Immediate Results:

Pro Trading Tip #1

NEVER, and I do mean NEVER consider Forex
as a path to get rich quickly.

Always factor the risks and efforts that must be
put into achieving such a goal.

Pro Trading Tip #2

Be careful with your Lots.

You can make good money even with a small
initial deposit and there is no need to open

large positions to make decent profit.

Pro Trading Tip #3

No emotions allowed.

A lot of newbie traders get caught up in the
emotions and forget everything they’ve

learned. I think by now you might already
understand where this might lead.
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Pro Trading Tip #4

Be consistent! Stick to your trading system and
don’t add or remove anything.

This will allow you to have a much better idea
of what exactly is working and helping you win

more trades. More importantly, strategy of
being consistent will help you understand

where you are going wrong and what to fix.

Pro Trading Tip #5

I like this one a lot. Love it and Enjoy it!

Your motivation and positive outlook are two
important keys to becoming a successful

trader.

Focus on the process of proper well-
considered trading rather than worrying about
the amount of money you could win or lose.

These are the 5 tips that I always share with my new clients. They are very important! 
We don’t even start trading until they can repeat each of them without missing a word.

EASY STEPS4 EASY STEPS TO PROFIT

Here is a brief on how you can make profit with Alfa Scalper
(Detailed instructions are given in the User Guide):

That’s it! No thinking, no analyzing, no worrying, only clear 
laser-tuned Buy/Sell signals that get the job done for you.

Step 1:

Attach Alfa Scalper to 
M1 or M5 trading chart.

Step 2:

Enter your trade on a
BUY or a SELL signal with

the recommended
Stoploss.

Step 3:

Exit the trade at the
Adaptive TakeProfit level.

Step 4:

Repeat these steps
whenever you want 
to make more profit.

Contact me at ANY TIME And I Will Do 
My Best to Help You as Soon as Possible

With the full “Alfa Scalper” package you will get the exact indicator that I, my friends and fellow
traders are using every day. It can change your trading habits for the better, and ultimately your
life.

And I am so incredibly confident that it will work for you that if for any reason you decide that
“Alfa Scalper” is not for you, just email me within 30 days of your purchase and I will return your
payment in full. No questions asked.

My personal email is karl@karldittmann.com

Do you think that scammers are giving out their personal email? No chance!

I want you to be successful now, and far into the future.

Email me at any time. I check my email many times a day and enjoy talking to like-minded
people. So, email me with any questions you have. I usually respond within a couple of hours at
the most.

SUPPORTI WILL HELP YOU

FAQFIND YOUR QUESTION HERE

 



Can I use Alfa Scalper on multiple trading accounts?

Each order of Alfa Scalper comes with a license for one trading account only.

What do I need to start trading with Alfa Scalper?

You need a computer with an Internet connection and MT4.

Time frames?

M1 and M5.

Pairs??

All pairs.

What platform can I use "Alfa Scalper" on?

MT4

How do I get the product?

Instant Download. No waiting.

Is it an automated robot(EA), a manual strategy or an indicator?

It is a Powerful Indicator that will show you when to enter and exit your trades.

Can I run it on a demo account first?

Yes of course, you can run on a demo account for as long as you like until you 
see that it is making you consistent profits, then you can switch to a real account.

How much money do I need to start trading?

You can start with as little as $100 with some brokers. 
However, most traders prefer the initial deposit to be at least $250.

Do you provide support?

Yes, we provide full support for "Alfa Scalper", money management strategy, 
technical queries and general trading support.

Are there any monthly fees for "Alfa Scalper"?

No, there are absolutely no monthly fees, this is strictly a one-time purchase.

 



What if I didn't find my question here?

Just fill out this contact form and ask me anything. I would love to help you and 
I usually reply very quickly.

DESIRE TO HELPWE CARE FOR YOUR SUCCESS

We are Doing Our Best to Give the Highest Possible Value

And Personal Attention To Each Alfa Scalper Member:

Installs in 5 Minutes

Installing Alfa Scalper is super easy.

Download it instantly from the

members area. Copy and paste to

your MT4. And activate your trading

account number. That's it.

You are ready to trade!

Step-by-Step User Guide

Together with the Alfa Scalper

package you will be getting a

Detailed Step-by-Step User Guide. It

covers everything you need to know

in order to get the most out of this

fantastic trading tool.

30 Days Full Money Back
Guarantee. No Questions
Asked.

I'm 100% confident that Alfa Scalper

is capable of giving you great results,

so I am willing to give you 30 Days

Full Money Back Guarantee. No

Questions Asked.

Updates and Improvements

We are always thinking of how we

can improve "Alfa Scalper". As soon

as we come up with new powerful

updates, you will get them at

absolutely no cost.

My Personal Email Support

I enjoy helping traders. At one point of

my life I was the one who needed

help and assistance. But now with all

my experience and knowledge... It's

my turn to help. Just send me an

email and ask anything you want.

Lifetime Alfa Scalper
License for 1 Real Live
Account

One order of Alfa Scalper will

generate one license which will work

only on one trading account. However

this license is given to you for a

lifetime. No limitations.

Even with a small account and just a few trades… 
Alfa Scalper can easily pay for itself and every dollar you make thereafter will be pure profit for many years to come.

I am sure you can already see the enormous value that Alfa Scalper could give you, but just to 
make this an even sweeter deal... If you're really that doubtful, I'm going to go one step further 
and ABSORB ALL THE RISK FOR YOU by offering you my 30 Day Full Money Back Guarantee!

30 DAY FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
What have you got to lose with my 100% No Questions Asked, 30 Day Money Back Guarantee? 
For the next 30 days, here's what I want you to do: Open a demo account OR use small lots in

your active account to TEST Alfa Scalper. Place trades on your favorite currency pairs according
to the indicator’s alerts. Really, rigorously test it. And if your experience is not what you've just 

read and seen on this page, I want you to request every penny back. Understood?

100% Money-Back Guarantee

Why are we giving 30 Days Full Money Back Guarantee?
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I DON'T want your money if you're not satisfied. There will be no hard feelings. 
No resentment. So, with that said, it's decision time. You now know my stance with

regard to taking on YOUR risk. What's your stance with regard to YOUR future? 
I'm handing you the key to easy, daily profits.

All you have to do right now is take it by clicking the button below to get instant access.
Put it to the test and discover how powerful it is.

Then, 30 days from now, you will be glad you made the decision to get it today.

Click the “Order Now” button below right now.

ORDER NOWALFA SCALPER FULL PACKAGE

Your Alfa Scalper Order is Protected by Full 30 Day Money Back Guarantee.

 

Adaptive TakeProfit Technology

Detailed Step-by-Step User Guide

Reliable Signals. 100% NO Repaint

Full 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

1 Real Live Account

24/7 Email Support

Order Now
 

Yes! Get "Alfa Scalper" Right Now!

Regular Price:
$395

$147
Today Price:

A membership to Alfa Scalper can be accessed at anytime! 
Even if it is 2:00 AM on Christmas day, you will still be able to receive instant 

access to our members area where you can download the Alfa Scalper 

This is just a one-time fee. You will never be re-billed
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